IWADV 2016 RESULTS
Judge: Sue Cole

Puppy, 6 to 9 Months Bitches.


3 10   CILL CHUILLINN'S PHILOMENA. HP51251505. 03/13/16. breeder: Casey Kilcullen-Steiner. By CH Gabriel's Oisin Of Rosehill, JC, CGC - GCH CH Cill Chuillinn's Quicksilver. owner: Casey Kilcullen-Steiner.

1 12   CILL CHUILLINN'S THEODOSIA. HP51251503. 03/13/16. breeder: Casey Kilcullen-Steiner. By CH Gabriel's Oisin Of Rosehill, JC, GCG - GCH CH Cill Chuillinn's Quicksilver. owner: Casey Kilcullen-Steiner.

14   CILL CHUILLINN CASTLEMAINE'S LADY DAY. HP51251501. 03/13/16. breeder: Casey Kilcullen-Steiner. By GCH Gabriel's Oisin Of Rosehill - GCH Cill Chuillinn's Quicksilver. owner: Marilyn Shaw and R. Greg Shaw & Casey Kilcullen-Steiner.


22   CILL CHUILLINN'S MIDNIGHT SPEAKER OF SPIRITS. HP51251504. 03/13/16. breeder: Casey Kilcullen-Steiner. By GCH CH Gabriel's Oisin Of Rosehill, JC, CGC - GCH CH Cill Chuillinn's Quicksilver. owner: Deborah & Robert Graves.


Puppy, 9 to 12 Months Bitches.

2 28   TIRNANOG BLAZE OF GLORY. HP51631301. 11/15/15. breeder: Catherine A. Charles. By Pitlochry's Talented Mr Ripley - Pitlochry's Prada. owner: Josie Lee.

4 30   GRIANAN'S GIFT OF CASTLEMAINE. HP50696103. 12/23/15. breeder: Marion A. Kennedy. By CH Niobrara And All That Jazz At Castlemaine - Castlemain Megeen Of Gardenfield. owner: Marilyn Shaw and Marion Kennedy.
1 32 STARKEEPER GRANUAILLE’S GALLEON. HP51274301. 11/22/15. 
breeder: Jocelyne M. Gagne. By AM.CAN.CH Starkeeper Glenamadda 
Fyrenze of Gryffindor, F - AM.CAN.CH Glenamadda Starkeeper Clodagh. 
owner: Jocelyne Gagne and Serena Ivanovskis.

3 34 GLENAMADDA MAGICK MARIGOLD. HP51525902. 12/01/15. breeder: 
Susan M. L. Prokopenko. By Kerry's Glenamadda Incantation - 
Glenamadda Independence Day. owner: Katherine Jenuska.

Puppy, 12 to 18 Months Bitches.

1 36 STONEYBROOK CASTLEKEEPER SWEET SPIRIT. HP49666501. 
04/17/15. breeder: Alice Kneavel-Craley & Judy Simon. By CH 
Stoneybrook Konjur - CH Castlekeeper Stoneybrook Hallelujah. owner: 
Alice Craley and Judy Simon.

3 40 STONEYBROOK CASTLEKEEPER IN HUMBLE ADORATION. 
HP49666503. 04/17/15. breeder: Alice Craley & Judy Simon. By CH 
Stoneybrook Konjur - CH Castlekeeper Stoneybrook Hallelujah. owner: 
Alice Craley and Judy Simon.

3 42 STARKEEPER KELLMORE HAVYN. HP50861501. 08/20/15. breeder: 
Jocelyne Gagne & Karen Day. By CH Starkeepers Storm Stryker - CH 
Glenamadda Echo Of Starkeeper. owner: Joanne Buehner-Brown and 
Jocelyne Gagne.

4 44 DUN MYRICA R NOBLE NUALA OF EAGLE. HP50074104. 05/06/15. 
breeder: Sam Houston McDonald, Joe & Kathy Roland. By CH R Noble 
Ghasper Of Eagle - CH Dun Myrica Nova Of Eagle. owner: Joe & Kathy 
Roland.

4 46 O'LUGH'S BBC. HP49528701. 05/22/15. breeder: Owners. By O'Lugh's 
Single Malt Scotch - CH O'Lugh's Corona Extra Gold. owner: Andrea & 
Michael Dormady.

2 48 STARKEEPER CALORIEN A DIAMOND. HP50498801. 06/13/15. 
breeder: Jocelyne M. Gagne. By CH Hound Hill Vanderbilt Of Aerie - 
CAN.AM.GCH Glenamadda Starkeeper Chevonne. owner: Judith 
Callender and Jocelyne Gagne.

A 50 STONEYBROOK CASTLEKEEPER VICTORIOUS ASCENSION. 
HP49666502. 04/17/15. breeder: Alice Kneavel-Craley & Judy Simon. By CH 
Stoneybrook Konjur - CH Castlekeeper Stoneybrook Hallelujah. owner: 
Jeffery Kohler and Alice Kneavel-Craley & Judy Simon. (agent: Lee Ann 
Kohler).

A 52 GRAINSEBEAG CAOIL FIONN. HP51108001. 06/29/15. breeder: Hugh P. 
Kelly. By Cudonnchu Buachaill Ciaran - Mave Finian Liberty. owner: Anne 
& Don Landis.

Novice Bitches.

4 54 LISMORE JUNE CLEAVER. HP43810505. 08/23/14. breeder: Stephen & 
Karen LeVan. By Lismore Stoneybrook Macheath - Lismore Stoneybrook 

1 56 STARKEEPER NUALA O'ARD RHI. HP49039305. 11/05/14. breeder: 
Jocelyne M. Gagne. By CH Ard Rhi's Aegg Of Aran - AM.CAN.CH 
Glenamadda Starkeeper Clodagh. owner: Jocelyne Gagne and Serena 
Ivanovskis.
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1  82  TALIESIN'S REALTA SCUAIBE. HP39974501. 03/07/11. breeder: Donna & David Smith. By CH Taliesin's Sualice, JC - Taliesin's Wylde Rum Runner. owner: Donna & David Smith.


A  88  BAN AN MAIDIN OF HOUNDCROFT. HP47325201. 04/10/14. breeder: Michael Burke and Joanne Holland. By Finnbheara Of Wolfstead - Nessa Banrian Nan Chunna Mor. owner: Susan Montgomery.

4  90  TOMAHAWKE'S HALO OVER GEMINI. HP42682002. 03/03/12. breeder: Robin Pline & Donita Osborne. By CH Connemara's Pagan Justice - Tomahawke's Apache Tear. owner: Marian Levin and Robin Pline.


Open Bitches.


1 102  ROCKHART RAPHAELA REQUIEM. HP40459001. 01/12/11. breeder: Owner. By Rockhart Lestat - Conchobar Jolie. owner: Lynn M. Simon.


